Happy Fall From Welcome Change!

We would like to take a moment to remember our friend.

Kathy Conour

Your energy lives on in who ever had the honor of meeting you and pleasure of knowing you.
September 19th marks the 10th anniversary of the death of Kathy Conour, an activist, a writer, a friend, daughter, cousin, and subject in the film Body & Soul: Diana & Kathy. If you knew Kathy you knew she was an honest person who always said what was on her mind. She is missed dearly and always in our thoughts. If
you would like to take a moment to share some memories or thoughts of Kathy click the link below.

Post about Kathy

Rest in Peace, Kathy. We miss you!

Kiwanis Offer

In honor of our long-standing relationship with The International Kiwanis, 14 years in fact, Welcome Change is offering all members of the Kiwanis or Key Clubs a copy of our Academy-award nominated film, *The Collector of Bedford Street* for only $20! We're super excited about this deal, because not only is the film discounted when you purchase, but you will be able to nominate a friend or institution to receive a free copy! After 10 purchases we will randomly select and send a copy of the film to one of the nominees!

We are so happy to be celebrating 14 years with the Kiwanis and congratulate them on their
amazing work.

Are you a member of Kiwanis International? If so, sign in and find out how to get your copy of *The Collector of Bedford Street.*

Kiwanis Sign In

QR Holding Strong
We are honoring Larry's life and legacy on the block he called home, if you're in the neighborhood the QR codes are stationed on Bedford Street, across from the "Friends" apartment. Please take a scan!

We have a posted QR code, where once scanned via smartphone, these codes will take you to a weblink where you can learn more about Larry!
PICTURED: Larry Selman (The Collector of Bedford Street)

Miracle News!

GAINING MOMENTUM... We have been working diligently to make sure our documentary on affordable housing for
artists, *Miracle on 42nd Street* reaches as big an audience as we can. Thanks to the Ford Foundation we are hosting a meeting on their premises to organize how *Miracle on 42nd Street* can serve as an example to what affordable housing can do to a city. The attendees of this meeting will share their voices and ideas about what steps to take next.

**GET IT WHILE IT'S HOT...** *Miracle on 42nd Street* is available for educational use only via [Miracleon42ndstreet.org](http://Miracleon42ndstreet.org). If you are an educator - or you know a few - who would love to screen *Miracle* as a part of their curriculum, please click the link provided!

*Miracle on 42nd Street* is recommended for educators in graduate and undergraduate departments of:

- Urban planning
- Urban studies
- Architectural schools
- History of urban development
- Schools of urban psychology
- Urban ecology
- Housing
- and Sociology

This film adds an insightful, human perspective to the curriculum. Whether you are familiar with using media...
or would like to "up your game", we offer three packages for you. Academy Award-nominated director, Alice Elliott can guide a discussion, participate in a panel or Skype with a class. Please contact us for pricing, info@miracleon42ndstreet.org

Pictured: Diana Braun of Body & Soul: Diana & Kathy

Diana has been visiting friends and getting ready for Fall crafts shows. She recently had a
minor surgery, but thankfully all went well. We invite you to send her positive messages during her recovery. Feel free to post on her Facebook wall a nice note, or just to say "hi"!

Diana's Facebook

Hope you enjoyed your Summer 2019 and are ready to bring in the Fall!

We enjoy keeping our followers up to date with everything that is happening here at Welcome Change. You may also subscribe to our Trusted Source. Trusted Source is a free monthly newsletter from Welcome Change featuring short, well-made media about people with disabilities.

Sign up for Trusted Source
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You’ve received this email because you or someone you know subscribed you to Trusted Source. Please feel free to unsubscribe - we promise you won’t hear from us again!